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Large scale health surveys (NHANES)

Self-reported 
questionnaire data 

on dietary 
preferences, 

smoking status, 
drinking status, 
health status, 

mobility problem 
status etc. 

Physical activity, 
sleep, cardiometabolic 

biomarkers and 
comorbidities. For 

example, total activity 
county (TAC), serum 

albumin, systolic blood 
pressure etc.

Hundreds or 
thousands of 
binary (0/1), 

ordinal, truncated, 
continuous, and 

categorical
variables.



What does AUC mean? How large is large? 

*The Table is from - Organizing and Analyzing the Activity Data in 
NHANES, Andrew Leroux et al, Statistics in Biosciences, Feb 2019.



Motivation

u Prediction of binary outcomes is an 
important problem: 5-year mortality in 
NHANES 

u Many pseudo-𝑅! proposals to quantify 
Goodness-of-fit in binary-outcome and 
continuous-predictor(s) models. 

u AUC is the most widely used non-
parametric summary. But it has many 
shortcomings and limitations.

u What is AUC? Do we have intuition about 
the (0.5, 1) scale? Is 0.8 large (enough)?

u Under complex survey designs (NHANES), 
AUC requires knowledge of pairwise 
survey-weights 



Our 
contributions

u AUC and three rank statistics (Kendall’s 
Tau, Spearman’s rho, Wilcoxon rank-
sum) are linearly related. 

u AUC and Quadrant correlation are 
linked under semi-parametric Gaussian 
Copula assumptions.

u Relating AUC and rank correlation 
creates more robust estimates. 

u We introduce more intuitive latent R-
square (𝑅!") scale in analogy to well-
understood continuous case. 

u How AUC can be calculated using single 
participant weights. 



Setup

u (Y,X) with Y denoting binary and X being continuous. 

u 𝑀# , 𝑀$ - the population medians of Y and X.

u 𝐹# , 𝐹$ are the cdfs of Y and X.

u P(Y=1)=p 

u 𝑋% and 𝑋& denotes random variables (X|Y=1) and (X|Y=0), respectively.



Population-level AUC (A) 



Population-level Rank Correlations



AUC               Kendall, Wilcoxon, Spearman



Why we need 
Gaussian Copula?
u Need to relate Quadrant 

correlation (robust) to AUC.

u Define an alternative goodness-
of-fit measure, latent R-square 
(𝑅!") to keep in analogy with the 
continuous case. 



Illustration

Latent Observed 



Gaussian Semiparametric Copula

Fan, Jianqing, et al. "High dimensional semiparametric latent graphical model for mixed data." 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B (Statistical Methodology) 79.2 (2017): 405-421.



Properties

Invariant under monotone 
transformations.

Generalizes biserial, tetrachoric 
correlations. 

Latent correlation can be recovered 
from rank statistics using bridging 
functions (𝐺! , 𝐺" , 𝐺#)



How does it work?

Binary
(Y)

Continuous 
(X)

Rank 
Statistics

Bridging 
functions

Recover 
latent 

correlation

u AUC 

u Latent R-square



Under Gaussian Copula



Latent R-square (𝑅!")
u Goodness-of-fit measure in binary-continuous model.

u Proposed in analogous to typical 𝑅" statistic.

u Quantifies the amount of variance explained by the predictor variable in the 
latent space.



Latent R-
square
and 

why is it 
important?

u Non-linear function of AUC.

u Relates traditional variance explained 
(R-square) intuition into binary-
continuous case. 

u Takes into account loss of information 
from dichotomization.

u AUC can be high, with low proportion 
of cases but latent R-square will be 
lower. 
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Illustration (Same AUC, different variance explained) 

AUC (A) vs Latent R-square (𝑅!") (𝑝 denotes prevalence)

𝐴 = 0.8, 𝑝 = 0.5,
𝑅!" ≈ 0.4

𝐴 = 0.8, 𝑝 = 0.01,
𝑅!" ≈ 0.2



Complex Surveys



AUC and 𝑅!" estimates

u Use bridging functions

u Can get AUC estimates 1𝐴 '(), 1𝐴 '*), 1𝐴 '+), 1𝐴 ,, 1𝐴 - and 1𝐴 .

u Can get Latent R-square estimates 2𝑅!'()" , 2𝑅!'*)" , 2𝑅!'+)" , 2𝑅!," , 2𝑅!-" and 2𝑅!." . 
2𝑅!'()" . 



Simulation setup
u Two stage stratified cluster-sampling (10 strata, 10 PSU)

u Population size = 60000, sample size = 600

u Population latent correlation varied between (-0.995,0.995) with 200 equally 
spaced points. 

u 9 scenarios considered based on  

u (a) Strata informativeness (0: none, 1: moderate, 2: strong) 

u (b) Outlyingness (0% : none, 5%: moderate, 15%: strong).

u Each experiment run 100 times to get bias, SE, MSE of estimates 





Data example (NHANES 2003-2006)

u Age range (50-84).

u Y: 5 year mortality.

u X: Age/Albumin/Systolic BP/TAC/MVPA/ASTP.

u 3069 subjects with 507 deaths, so p = 0.17 

u 100 replicate survey bootstrap confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 







Questions

Thank you!


